RETAIL OPTICAL

Make
a Natural Extension of the Eye Care Experience.

myCare iMedicWare Optical allows your practice
to process sales for professional services and
eyewear with speed, accuracy, and efficiency.
The ideal point-of-sale screen for your eye
care practice or optical retail outlet, myCare
iMedicWare Optical’s Quick Order feature is a
convenient way to create orders, fill prescriptions,
add payments and more—all on one screen.
From patient to customer. Make it a smooth
transition into the retail setting by providing
a swift, high-quality service experience. And
in the process, serve a larger number of
customers and make more sales.
myCare iMedicWare Optical makes the
ordering of eye wear and contact lenses an
easy, intuitive process for everyone involved.

myCare iMedicWare
Optical is all about
bringing simplicity to
core functionality you’ll
use repeatedly: pointof-sale transactions,
inventory management,
communication with
optical labs and shipment
tracking. What’s more, our
system integrates with
your EHR to auto-populate
patients’ optical data.
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Easy on the Eye Wear

SALES TEAM

myCare iMedicWare Optical doesn’t hinder sales; it facilitates them.
Leverage to maximize your optical revenue stream, while delivering a
continued high-level service to your customers.

myCare iMedicWare Optical FEATURES
Patient Orders & Payments

Insurance Processing

Inventory & Transactions

• Fill order details on
a single screen from
patient’s prescription and
demographic information.
•

•
•

•

• Automatically determine the • Print lab orders, receipts,
patient’s due, insurance due,
and letters.
and discounts based on
• Mail-merge order data into
insurance fee schedules.
custom letters and forms.
Apply promotions and
• Calculate patient and
• Instantly send orders for
coupons, calculate
insurance balances based
contact lenses from the order
promotional discounts
on discounts, sales taxes,
screen to the distributors and
automatically.
and insurance plan benefits.
quickly track FedEx, UPS, and
Process adjustments, write- • Accept patient and insurance
USPS shipments (Internet
offs, and balance transfers.
payments, generate insurance
connection required).
claims, and process refunds
Easily search orders by
• Handle payments for
and store credits.
order number, date, patient
multiple orders or multiple
name, etc.
• Generate a claim for every
patients efficiently.
line item in an order simply
Transmit orders to labs and
• Manage return, exchange,
and quickly.
track their status.
reprocessing, and warranty
transactions.

myCare iMedicWare Optical is fully integrated with the rest of the myCare iMedicWare platform, including EHR, PM,
and Portal. It also integrates and interfaces with numerous peripheral point-of-sale devices, as well as medical
devices and diagnostic equipment, lab software, and more.

For more information on myCare iMedicWare Optical, call Eye Care Leaders
at (855) 685-3292 or visit eyecareleaders.com.

Our Vision: Your Success.

